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$T=1/\log 2=$ 1.442695 ( $T=1/\log 2$
) $\text{ }10$ $=1.442695$ 5
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$\chi$ $\chi=$ -0.089600 $y$
( $y=0.713013$









Maximize $f(\mathrm{x},y)={\rm Max}[-$0.5(x-1Y-4.56/ $+2$)$2+33,$
$30-1.25y^{2}-2.5(x+1)^{2}\circ-$ i),
$\triangleleft$.25(x $+$ 4Y-0.8(y-5)$2+5,$
-35(r $+$ 3)2-52(x $+$ 3Xy-4.3)$-65(y-4.3)^{2}+34$,







(5.3) -1 5.6 (5.4)
$f($\chi , $y)$
Minimize $f(x,y)=-$Max $[\triangleleft.s(x-[t-4.5(y+2)^{2}+33$,
$30-1.25y^{2}-$ 2.5(x $+1$ )$2(y-1\},$
-0.2$\Re x+$ 4Y-0.8$(y- 5)2+5,$
$-3q_{X+3r-52(X+3\mathrm{K}y-4.3)-65(y-4.3)^{2}+34}$ ,


















Minimize $f(x,y)=-{\rm Max}[\triangleleft.5(x-1)^{2}-4.5(y+2Y+33$ ,
$30-1.25y^{2}$ - $2.5(x+1\rangle^{2}\mathrm{b}-1\gamma$ ,
-0.25(x $+$ 4)2-0.s$(y-sY$ $+5,$
-35(x $+$ 3)2-52(X $+$ 3X!/-4.3)-65$(y-4.3Y$ $+34,$
-0.05(x $+1$)$2(y+ 1)$2-0.75y’ $+y3+$ 9y2-10l,






$\chi$ $x=$ -LOOOOOO.. $y$
$y=3.000000$






































$-512\leq x,y$ \leq 5l2
$f(\mathrm{x})=-\mathfrak{l}1\cdot 418.9829$
$=$ $x_{i}=420.9687$ $(\mathrm{i}=1\ldots n)$
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